INTERNATIONAL INSTANT MEETING IDEAS
MALAYSIA
Sparks and Brownies: Game: Ram, Ram, Rip
Rules:
1. One player holds out their hand, palm up.
2. The other player places her index fingers on the first player’s palm.
3. Players say “Ram, Ram, Rip” together, and the player with the outstretched hand tries to grab the finger of the
other player.
From: http://library.thinkquest.org/J0110166/

Guides, Pathfinders and Rangers: Wan, Tuz, Zum
This game is similar to Rock, Paper, Scissors.
Rules:
The signs are:






Bird – all five fingers bunched together at the fingertips
Rock – clenched fist
Pistol – clenched fist with extended thumb and index finger
Plank – palm facing down with fingers together
Water – palm facing up with fingers together

The players say 'Bird, Rock, Pistol, Plank, Water' and then make one of the five signs. The following shows what beats
what.






Bird beats Plank and Water.
Rock beats Bird, Plank and Water.
Pistol beats Bird, Rock and Plank.
Plank beats Bird and Water.
Water beats Rock and Pistol.

From: http://library.thinkquest.org/J0110166/
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Guides, Pathfinders and Rangers: Craft: Chopstick Place Mat
Materials:







40 pairs, flat wooden chopsticks (joined pairs)
Multipurpose glue
Burlap-type fabric, 4" x 4", per mat
Scissors
Ruler
Marker for material

Instructions:
1. Take 40 pairs of chopsticks out of the package but do no pull apart
2. Lay them all side to side, wide end to narrow end, flat on your work table. The final shape is a rectangle.
3. Carefully pull only the wide ends three inches from both the top and bottom edges to create the appearance of
a picket fence. As such, this “picket fence” look will be at the top and bottom of the design, with the solid mass
in the center, approximately five inches wide.
4. Measure the “solid mass” in the centre of the mat and cut a piece of burlap or other sturdy material to match.
Glue this fabric to cover only the sold portion (as backing), leaving the “picket fence” section vision. Let dry
before using
From: http://www.rightathome.com/Designing/Crafts/Pages/ChopstickPlacemat.aspx
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